Pa ern matching is a fundamental problem in Computer Science with applica ons in web‐data, texts and biological se‐
quences. In the data structural sense, the text T (of n characters) is pre‐processed and an index is built to answer pa ern
matching queries for a pa ern P. Both text and pa ern come from alphabet set ∑ of size σ. In the basic pa ern matching
query, all \occ occurrences of P in \T, iden ﬁed by their loca on in \T, are reported. Suﬃx trees are the most powerful and
ubiquitous data structures for such purpose. They ﬁnd myriad applica ons in sequence analysis for many diﬀerent applica‐
ons. In the era of budget, one of the nega ve aspects of suﬃx tree was seen to be its space u liza on ‐‐ about 50 mes
the text for DNA sequences. In the theore cal sense, although considered linear in terms of words, the suﬃx trees take
Θ(n log n) space in terms of bit. However, the op mal is n log σ bits, leading to a complexity gap. The advent of succinct
data structures and compressed text indexing, where the goal is to have data structure in the space equal to the infor‐
ma on theore cal minimum, presented us with new indexes like Compressed Suﬃx Array (CSA) and FM‐Index, eventually
leading to a wonderful data structure called fully‐func onal compressed suﬃx tree (i.e., suﬃx trees encoded in op mal
bits). In prac ce, these achieved a remarkable breakthroughs saving orders of magnitude of space. By presen ng the crux
of these elegant theore cal results (with suﬃcient technical details), I will introduce the exci ng and combinatorically rich
ﬁeld of Succinct/Compressed Data Structures.
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